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Fall into great 
tabletop 
decorating 
ideas

Saying goodbye to summer doesn’t have to be a 
sentimental ending when you consider it’s also a 
beginning - the kick off to autumn and the holiday 
season. The promise of fall is in the air. It’s a great time to dress up 
your home for fall entertaining; whether that means friends gath-
ered around the television rooting for your favorite team or the ulti-
mate traditional Thanksgiving feast.

“Decorating trends for this fall are really fun and functional,” says 
visual merchandiser John Griffith. “Colors that evoke a sense of 
nostalgia and family are a really big part of the visual design mes-
sage for autumn 2013. Reds, golds and oranges are trending this 
fall. These hues are not only warm and comforting; they’re reflective 
of the season.”

Griffith and teammate Julie Robbins add their own unique spin 
on the latest trends to create seasonal design vignettes for Replace-
ments, Ltd., the world’s largest retailer of old and new china, crys-
tal, silver and collectibles. Whether you are planning a casual family 
gathering or an elegant dinner party, Robbins suggests easy ways to 
mix in great fall colors. This can be as simple as adding a charger 
plate or colorful serving pieces.

“Using colored glass is fantastic way of infusing autumn colors to 
create a seasonal feel,” says Robbins. “Amber colored glass is really 
popular this fall because the rich, warm color goes with so many 
patterns and designs. I’m big on the pressed vintage patterns; de-
pression glass, coin glass and sandwich glass are all very lovely and 
nostalgic. We’re actually mixing and matching patterns from his-
toric American glassmakers including Federal, Indiana Glass and 
Fostoria on our tables. It looks great to mix designs which share the 
same colors or combine an array of colors within a place setting.”

Metal serveware is another popular trend this fall.
“We’re incorporating metal serveware into many of our displays 

because you can do so much with it from a design standpoint,” says 
Griffith. “These are great accent pieces you can dress up or down, 
plus it is family- and football-season friendly. Metal serveware is 
also very functional. Once heated, the alloy retains warmth to keep 
food warmer longer or cooler if you chill these pieces. Plus it is easy 
to clean and doesn’t have to be polished. We’re using a lot of fun 

shapes, like leaf-shaped pieces and turkey platters.”
Fall’s bountiful harvest translates into the home this season. 

Robbins is using natural elements in her table designs that evoke a 
sense of the first Thanksgiving.

“I suggest filling vases, glasses or serving bowls with dried beans, 
acorns or even kernels of dried deer corn. Not only does this look 
pretty, you can also mix in candles or flowers and use these natural 
elements to hold those items in place.”

Robbins adds apples, gourds, pumpkins and green pears are 
among fruits and vegetables you can use on your table or anywhere 
in your home to create a brilliant splash of color. She says you can 
find more decorating ideas at Replacements’ YouTube channel and 
Facebook page. (BPT)
 

Create autumn accents 
with seasonal fruits and 
vegetables

Transition your 
table design by 
mixing in fall 
colors

Modern styling, technology help 
homeowners refresh their nests

Flipping through the television channels, it’s hard 
not to find a home improvement show about re-
modeling and do-it-yourself (DIY) projects. From 
“Property Brothers” to “Design Star,” these popular 
programs give homeowners ideas on how to mod-
ernize their spaces. If you’re planning your own 
DIY projects, here are three areas of the home that 
will give you the most bang for your buck when it 
comes to a makeover.

First stop: the bathroom
Bathroom remodels are the most popular remod-

eling projects because they have a high return on 
investment, according to the National Association 
of Home Builders. When you’re ready to sell your 
house, renovating the bathroom typically has a re-
turn of 62 percent. A low-cost way to modernize 
the bathroom is installing new faucets. With signature styling featuring cylindrical, geomet-
ric shapes and distinct 90-degree angles, the new Moen Arris collection is an ideal choice 
for an iconic, modern update. Sleek, contemporary pieces like the new Arris faucet can add 
instant luxury.

Another idea for modernizing the bathroom is to add additional light sources. Bringing in 
more light will open up the space and make your bathroom come to life. The bathroom is 
often a place to unwind, and adding the right light-
ing can set the tone for a spa-like atmosphere. One 
way to do this, without breaking your budget, is by 
simply replacing the light fixtures. Add a modern 
touch to your bath with dramatic choices like chan-
deliers and sconces.

Second stop: the living room
Modern design doesn’t have to mean uncom-

fortable. Homeowners love modern interiors for 
the sleek and streamlined look, which leads to less 
clutter and visual stress. Expand the modern theme 
throughout the home by updating furniture with 
unfussy and relaxed pieces. You don’t need to buy 
everything new. Fabric covers, in an array of prints 
and colors, can instantly bring new life to old fur-
niture. For pieces that need to be replaced, consider 

purchasing solid and neutral furniture. As trends change, you 
can switch out pillows and blankets to stay up-to-date.

Keep neutrals in mind when selecting paint colors, as well. 
White, black, brown and gray will go with just about any-
thing. For a pop of color, paint an accent wall with a bold 
color, or add extra personality with drapery or area rugs. Use 
lamps, paintings and accessories to give a personal touch 
throughout the rest of your living space.

Final stop: the kitchen
Opening up shelving is a way to put a fresh, modern spin 

on your existing kitchen layout. You can order new cabinets 
with glass panels or simply remove the doors from your exist-
ing ones. Just make sure the exposed areas are not cluttered. 
Open shelving is a perfect place to display dishes. For a crisp 
look, try stacks of white plates and bowls. If you’re looking for 
an edgy feel, try patterned or bright-colored ones. Adding new 

hardware to cabinets is also an inexpensive way to improve the look of your kitchen.
Since faucets are the most-used item in the kitchen, a new model can make a big impres-

sion. Swap out your old one for the new Align suite from Moen. Align faucets feature high-
arc spouts and a geometric handle, emphasizing the simplicity and elegance of the design. To 
complement your new faucet, look to update your counters as well. Granite remains a popu-
lar choice because of its high style and durability.

Integrating technology into home design
It’s not just about making your life easier, technology can 

also aesthetically enhance your living space with modern 
touches. Mirror technology allows homeowners to disguise 
the TV when it isn’t in use. Available for all TV models, it will 
look like a mirror is in the room until the unit is turned on. 
The iCon Bed from Hollandia features a headboard equipped 
with speakers, an amplifier and docking stations for two iP-
ads. The NestLearning Thermostat shares the same designer 
as the iPod, and automatically creates a temperature-control 
schedule personalized around your lifestyle; while also saving 
energy.

For more information about Moen products, visit moen.com 
or call 800-BUY-MOEN (800-289-6636).  (BPT)

Beyond white: 
Hot color trends 
for the kitchen 

and bath

So many of us love the rich colors featured in kitchen and 
bath magazines, but when it comes to selecting colors for 
our own homes, we tend to play it safe. It’s time to be bold 
and get out of the color comfort zone. Consider these top 
five color trends for kitchen and bath spaces:

1. Gray reigns king
The 2013 NKBA Trends Report names gray the covet-

ed color of the year. “I regularly work gray into my projects 
because it instantly elevates the design and adds depth to 
the palette,” says senior interior designer Travis Rotelli, who 
works at the Kohler Design Center in Kohler, Wis. 

2. Bold and beautiful hues
Neutrals are classic, but pops of strategically placed color 

add life to kitchens and baths. “Emerald and varying shades 
of green are hot pops of colors for 2013, and the color for 
2014 will be all about cobalt,” states Rotelli. 

3. Evolve from white
Neutral no longer simply means white. Homeowners are 

eagerly embracing other colors in place of white, like Dune 
from Kohler, available for sinks, baths, shower bases and 
toilets.  “Dune is a subtle balance of beige and gray that 
brings a cool tone to the space,” says Rotelli.


